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ABSTRACT
For successful preservation operations, a preservation system
needs to be capable of monitoring compliance of preservation
operations to speciﬁcations, alignment of these operations
with the organisation’s preservation objectives, and associated risks and opportunities. This requires linking a number
of diverse information sources and specifying complex conditions. For example, the content to be preserved needs to
be related to speciﬁcations of signiﬁcant properties, to the
ﬁle formats used to represent that content, to the software
environments available to analyse, render and convert it and
the technical environments available to the designated user
communities that will consume this content.
This article analyses aspects of interest in a preservation
context that call for automated monitoring and investigates
the feasibility of drawing suﬃcient information from diverse
sources together and linking it in a meaningful way. We
deﬁne a number of preservation triggers that lead to preservation planning activities and present the requirements and
a high-level design of a preservation watch system that is
currently being developed. We demonstrate the value of
such a monitoring approach on a number of scenarios and
cases.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1 [Information Systems]: Models and Principles; H.3
[Information Systems]: Information Storage and Retrieval;
H.3.7 [Information Systems]: Information Storage and
RetrievalDigital Libraries; K.6.4 [Computing Milieux]:
Management of computing and Information Systems—System Management

Digital Preservation is in essence driven by change of organisational and technical kind. Aspects of change range
from platform technologies and rendering environments to
storage media, shifting modes of access and interactivity,
and ﬁnally, shifts in the semantics of information itself. Any
archival information system thus needs to continuously adapt
to changing environments to ensure alignment between preservation operations and the goals and objectives of the system.
Monitoring is recognised as a key element of succesful
preservation. However, to date it is mostly a manual process
that is sporadically initiated as a reaction to urgent questions. At best, technical reports are produced about selected
topics and circulated within the community.
More and more cases of successful preservation operations are being developed. The SCAPE project1 is focusing
on scalable operations for preserving massive amounts of
information through data-centric parallel execution mechanisms [7]. However, for such operations to be scalable and
successful over time, automated mechanisms and processes
for control and monitoring need to be designed.
Isolated strands of systematically collecting information
that can be used to guide preservation decision making have
been developed. Well-known examples include registries of
ﬁle formats or emulation environments. However, these are
far from being complete in the information they cover, and
there are few links between the islands of information.
For an organisation responsible for managing a digital
repository over time, the corresponding monitoring capabilities that are required can be described as
1. Internal monitoring of the systems in place, the operations in place, the assets and activities, and
2. External monitoring of the world of interest such as
user communities, technologies, and available solutions.
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Based on these systematic information gathering processes,
preservation planning as decision making capability can then
act well-informed to ensure that what the organisation does
to keep content authentic and understandable is suﬃcient
and optimal. A number of questions arise in this context.
1. Which are the key aspects that need to be monitored?
What are the main entities and which properties need
to be considered?
2. How can the information be collected? How can it be
represented?
1
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3. How can the information be linked together so that
connections between parts of the data can be made?
4. What properties does a system need to possess to enable automated monitoring and linkage between the
relevant aspects?
5. How can this be deployed and used in a way that
multiple organisations can mutually beneﬁt from each
other’s eﬀort and experience?
6. How can we ensure that such a platform will be extensible and create synergies between diﬀerent players so
that the knowledge base grows continously?
In this article, we discuss these questions and propose a
design for such a system. We envision a ‘Watch component’
to collect information from a number of sources, link it appropriately together, and provide notiﬁcations to interested
parties when speciﬁed conditions are satisﬁed. The motivation of this Watch component is in part driven by the experience gathered in preservation planning: The preservation
planning tool Plato2 provides powerful and systematic decision making support and includes an increasingly formalised
model of relevant aspects, entities and properties to be considered in preservation planning [9]. Plato is not designed
to provide continuous monitoring capabilities, but preservation plans speciﬁed as the result of such planning activities
specify which aspects to monitor based on the inﬂuencers
considered in decision making. It is then the responsibility of the Watch component presented here to continuously
monitor the state of the world and of the system in question
to determine whether conditions are met that may require
an update of plans and operations.
Section 2 outlines the background of monitoring in the
context of preservation and illustrates typical information
sources that are of relevance. In Section 3 we discuss a model
of drivers, events, conditions and triggers for preservation
watch. Section 4 describes the various sources of information that are being leveraged. Section 5 summarises the key
design goals of a preservation watch system and presents a
high-level design of the Watch component. Section 6 illustrates typical conditions and beneﬁts of the approach in a
scenario based on a real-world preservation planning case,
while Section 7 summarises key risks and beneﬁts and outlines the next steps ahead.

2.

BACKGROUND

Monitoring is a common subject in any domain that must
cope with the demands of a changing environment. It is a
major input for decision-making and ensures that speciﬁed
plans are continuously adapted to changes in the environment. Monitoring feeds back to decision-making to close
a continuous adaptative cycle [4]. In the digital preservation domain, monitoring is especially critical as the domain
challenge itself stems largely from rapidly changing environments. The need and concept of monitoring have been identiﬁed and discussed before [5, 2]. However, these all focus
on a very high-level approach of preservation monitoring and
do not deﬁne a systematic method or guideline on how to
accomplish that capability. Furthermore, the tools presently
known to support preservation monitoring are mainly manual, incomplete and used in an ad-hoc fashion. Monitoring now comes in the form of research studies and technical
2
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reports, format and tool registers, and generic application
catalogues outside of the core preservation domain [8].
An early inﬂuential report on ﬁle format risks and migration strategies discusses risks that executing or postponing a migration might introduce [13]. Regular Technology
Watch Reports of the Digital Preservation Coalition provide
focused discussions on emerging topics and include technical investigations.3 However, none of this is machineunderstandable.
Online registries with technical information about ﬁle formats, software products and other technical components relevant to preservation have been available for some time.
This includes the well-known examples PRONOM4 , The
Global Digital Format Registry5 (GDFR) [1], and the newly
released Uniﬁed Digital Format Registry6 (UDFR). Complementary approaches include the P2 registry7 based on semantic web technologies [15], and the Conversion Software
Registry8 . Unfortunately, these online registries are not yet
functioning or are not very complete. For example, relevant risk factors per format are only covered for a handful
of entries.
Online software catalogues monitor new versions of software for a generic domain use. These sites do not speciﬁcally
consider digital preservation aspects, but provide comprehensive descriptions and commonly have a social component
that can contain interesting information. Some examples
of these sites are CNET’s download.com9 and iUseThis10 .
App stores like Apple’s Mac App Store and Ubuntu’s Software Center and repositories can also be a good source of
information. In the domain of digital preservation, TOTEM
- the Trustworthy Online Technical Environment Metadata
Database tries to address the gap of linking environments
and compatible software, but is limited to emulated environments addressed within the KEEP project.11
This overview relates solely to ﬁle formats and tools for
conversion of ﬁle formats or emulation, but many more information sources are required. Furthermore, it has to be
noted that sources that focus on digital preservation have
a generally very reduced coverage (registries) or machinereadability (reports), while general purpose sources normally
cover very limited facets of the information relevant for digital preservation. Finally, none of these sources allows preservation monitoring to be done automatically and alert the
user when a preservation risk is identiﬁed. However, this
step towards automation is crucial: As content grows in volume and becomes increasingly heterogeneous, the aspects of
technologies that need to be monitored are by far outgrowing any organisation’s manual capabilities.
The OAIS model [5] includes, within the functional entity
Preservation Planning, the functional components “Monitor
Designated Community” and “Monitor Technology”. These
provide the core monitoring functions in a repository scenario. Monitoring the user community is meant to focus
3
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on “service requirements and available product technologies”, while technology monitoring includes “tracking emerging digital technologies, information standards and computing platforms (i.e., hardware and software)” [5]. The OAIS
also mentions monitoring functions of the Administration
entity as well as monitoring archival storage and systems
conﬁgurations, but these are seen as separate functions.
Historically, the identiﬁcation of risks by monitoring tools
has been delegated into other tools such as ﬁle format registries or seen as a manual task such as providing technical reports. A step forward in automation was done in
the initiative to create an Automatic Obsolescence Notiﬁcation Service (AONS) that would provide a service for users
to automatically monitor the status of ﬁle formats in their
repositories against generic format risks gathered in external
registries and receive notiﬁcations [14]. The system would
gather collection proﬁles from repositories, by using format
identiﬁcation tools on content, and seek obsolescence risk
indicators on ﬁle format information in external registries
(like PRONOM). The system would also allow caching and
extending format registries and the creation of new adaptors for new registries. The notiﬁcation service allows subscription of various events, like end of a repository crawl
or change in the information about a format, and send a
notiﬁcation via email, RSS feed and task boxes on the GUI.
AONS was limited to gathering information about ﬁle
formats, assuming that all other aspects of the world that
would be relevant for digital preservation would be gathered,
assessed, and represented in a structured way by the external registries. This assumption and the lack of available
information in format registries constrained the usefulness
of the system. Moreover, not all desired features deﬁned in
the concepts could be successfully completed.
The lack of a deﬁned methodology for systematic preservation monitoring and tools that help to enforce and automatize this capability forces content holder institutions to
create their own methodology, highly based on manual effort and therefore scattered throughout many departments
and diﬀerent people via responsibility distribution, which
results in a partial and stratiﬁed view of the properties that
condition decisions. Furthermore, most institutions cannot
aﬀord the eﬀort to have even this partial view on the environment and thus ignore or postpone eﬀorts for preservation
monitoring [6].
In contrast, a well-designed monitoring system would inspect the properties of the world and provide needed knowledge to identify risks. This knowledge requires an integration of several aspects of the world – tools and formats,
but also content, empirical evidence, organizational context,
technology, user trends, and other aspects. Furthermore,
this information needs to be cross-referenced and analytically accessible for automated procedures so that indications
of risks and opportunities can be found and deep analysis
processes (such as a manual intervention) can be initiated
only when needed.
Our investigation of the question What to monitor? can
build on a number of additional analytical steps that have
been taken previously. On the one hand, the Plato preservation planning framework provides a systematic guidance
on analysing inﬂuence factors. On the other hand, systemsoriented approaches such as SHAMAN provide a categorisation of drivers and constraints [2]. Table 2 classiﬁes key
drivers in a DP scenario in internal and external categories.

Table 1: DP drivers according to SHAMAN [2]
Business
Vision
Resources

Internal
Goals, Scope of designated community, etc.

Infrastructure (e.g., operational costs, expertise needed), Hardware (e.g., operational costs,
technological capability), Software (e.g., operational costs, technological capability), Staﬀ
(e.g., expertise and qualiﬁcations, commitment)
Data
Volume, Structure, Representation, Semantics,
etc.
Processes
Dependencies, Responsibilities, Alignment, etc.
External
Producers
Demand satisfactions, Content, Technology,
Trust and reputation
User com- Technology, Knowledge, Demand satisfaction,
munity
Trust and reputation
Contracts
Deposit, Supplier and service, Interoperability,
Access, etc.
Supply
Technology, Services, People
Competition Overlap of: Services, Content, User community, Producers, Technology, Mandate, Rights,
Funding, Capabilities
Regulation
Regulation/Legal constraints, Embedding orand man- ganization regulation, Mandate,Rights and
date
ownership, Certiﬁcation, Funding

Any of these drivers feature conditions that inﬂuence decisions and operations for preservation. Section 4 will discuss
which information sources we can connect to for gathering
information about these drivers.

3. AUTOMATED PRESERVATION WATCH
We envision a Preservation Watch component as a system
that enables automated monitoring of operational preservation compliance, risks and opportunities by collecting, fusing
and analysing information from various sources. From an
abstract perspective, the usage of such a Watch component
can be reduced to the following steps:
1. An actor has a question about a certain aspect of the
world that is of interest to the agent.
2. The actor expresses this interest in the form of a question about a property that represents this interest.
3. The function of Watch then is to ﬁnd a method to
deliver an answer to this question that is timely and
reliable.
4. Having received an answer to the question, the actor
will want to assess the meaning and impact of this
answer. This may require consultation of a decisionmaking capability.
The relevant aspects of the world, i.e. the entities and
their properties about which information should be gathered, are expected to evolve and expand over time. The
initial model is focused on the core question of information
representation, formats and available environments. These
are not the only sources of information, but instead represent the seed of key drivers to be considered.
Figure 1 shows a minimal model of the main entities of
interest in the initial phase of Watch. Each of the entities shown has a number of known and named properties
of interest. A few additional relationships and entities are
omitted here for clarity. Organisations holding ownership

Figure 1: Minimal initial domain– model
and responsibility of objects specify objectives that relate
to these objects, the resources required to preserve them,
the processes used to preserve and access them and the software components used to run these processes. Objects have
a number of properties, including the signiﬁcant properties
that need to be kept unchanged to preserve the authenticity of the object. The format of the representation is a key
property and itself has a number of properties, such as the
well-known risk factors commonly used to assess formats for
their risk and beneﬁts in preservation [15].
Software components for analysing, migrating, rendering
and quality assuring content are key elements to ensure continued access. They are evaluated systematically in controlled experiments to provide the evidence base for the
decisions speciﬁed in preservation plans [3]. These plans
specify particular preservation actions to treat content for
keeping it understandable and authentic. Systematic experiments are executed to test certain properties of software
components on certain test data sets, containing objects.
With increasing automation, systematic experiments can be
scaled up and systematically conducted on large volumes
of content [7]. Considering that such experiments are increasingly common across the DP domain, analysing these
can uncover hidden risks and opportunities for operations in
related scenarios.
Linking such information across scenarios enables us to
answer critical questions such as the following.
• How many organisations have content in format X?
• Which software components have been tested successfully in analysing objects in format Y?
• Is the Quality Assurance tool Q, which checks documents for the equivalence of their textual content,
reliable for this pair of formats?
• Has anyone encountered problems in terms of stability
for this migration component when executed on very
large image ﬁles?
The questions outlined above refer to known properties of
identiﬁed classes such as software components and their properties [9]. As the preservation community becomes aware of
this platform and the mutual beneﬁts to be had from synergetic data collection, we expect this minimal model above to
evolve substantially and cover additional entities and properties of interest.
For the recipient, an answer may have a variety of impacts
and can overlap with other answers. Decisions are generally
taken with a number of inﬂuencing factors in mind: For example, a decision to postpone a migration project may be
driven by considerations on migration costs, the availability
of automated tools to perform quality assurance on conversion processes, storage costs and cost models, and speciﬁc

rendering environments that are at this point in time able to
support content delivery to the user communities [12]. Over
time, these drivers can change simultaneously. Each change
can be critical, but it is only considering all relevant aspects
that informed decisions can be taken.
This means that there may be simple conditions attached
to a question. These conditions trigger an event when they
are met, for example when the answer changes by more than
5%. The role of an automated watch process is not to assess the cumulative impact of multiple answers and what
meaning they have to an external consumer of the answers.
Essentially, the Watch component itself should be agnostic
of the ultimate eﬀects of changes: Its primary purpose is to
make the state of the world available for assessment, not to
assess it.

4. SOURCES OF INFORMATION
For any given question, several sources of information will
often have to be consulted. This section gives an overview
of possible sources in terms of the information they provide
and attempts a high-level categorization.
Content proﬁles. A content proﬁle provides statistical
data about digital content of any type and oﬀers an aggregated view of content based on its metadata, in particular detailed technical characteristics. An organisation’s own
content proﬁle thus provides the basis for in-depth analysis and risk assessment. The quality of any such analysis
depends on the richness of information present. While the
formats contained in a repository are the ﬁrst property that
comes to mind, it is critical to perform a deeper analysis
on other properties to uncover dependencies, feature distributions and hidden risks. By linking information such
as the presence of content-speciﬁc features, embedded content types or other aspects such as the presence of digital
rights management, it becomes possible to monitor oftenoverlooked preservation issues and collect information that
can be meaningfully shared even across organisations.
An entirely diﬀerent aspect can be covered when considering others’ content proﬁles and content proﬁling on largescale public content such as web archives. Given the massive
data volumes presented there, in-depth proﬁling of content
over time would allow us to provide indicators for ﬁle format adoption and impending obsolescence. Speciﬁc content
proﬁles of comparable organisations, on the other hand, can
enable risk assessment and comparison as well as facilitate
collaboration.
Format registries. Changes in the properties of existing formats or the appearance of new formats need to be
detected and compared with organisational risk proﬁles and
content proﬁles. Examples of this type of sources are the
PRONOM and P2 registries. However, the crucial point
is the coverage of information which current information
sources are still severely lacking. Designs for these systems
have traditionally relied on inherently closed-world models.
Moderated registries such as PRONOM have not shown to
be very responsive in capturing the evolving knowledge that
is available. The P2 format registry showed the beneﬁts of
Linked Data for such format information [15], and increasingly, open information models using RDF and ontologies
are leveraged to capture the inherently evolving nature of
format properties. This semantic web approach makes efforts such as the new UDFR building on OntoWiki a potentially very valuable source.

Software catalogues. Software components for identiﬁcation, migration, characterisation or emulation are at
the heart of preservation operations. We broadly categorise
preservation components into Action, Characterisation and
Quality Assurance components. Action components perform operations on content or environments, such as migration and emulation. Analysis components provide measures
of properties in content, such as a format identiﬁcation or the
presence of encryption or compression. Quality Assurance
components, ﬁnally, perform QA on preservation actions,
such as algorithmic comparisons of original and converted
objects or run-time analysis of rendering quality.
Table 4 lists exemplary change events that can be triggers for preservation activities. Components are continuously developed: New components are published and new
versions of components are developed. These components
might provide new and better migration paths, new options
for performing Quality Assurance, or new and better opportunities for analysing existing content. On the other hand,
new knowledge about existing components is gained continuously and, when shared, can provide tremendous value to
the community.
Experiments. The role of evidence is central to trustworthy Digital Preservation [?]. In addition to collecting
declared published information from catalogues, empirical
evidence from controlled experiments are a valuable source
of information. On the one hand, preservation planning experiments are executed on a subset of a collection to provide
manually validated, deep insights into potential alternative
actions [3]. These experiments provide valuable knowledge
not only for the planning scenario in question but also for
future usage. They are executed only on a subset of a whole
collection, but processing this subset can still take a signiﬁcant amount of time. Moreover, the experiment results will
often be validated and amended manually and are therefore
particularly valuable. Publishing such experimental data so
that the results can be accessed can provide signiﬁcant beneﬁts [11]. On a much larger scale, the Linked Data Simple
Storage speciﬁcation (LDS3)12 is being positioned to enable
large-scale publication of Linked Data sets in digital preservation, describing content statistics, experimental results in
content validation and conversion, benchmarks, and other
experimental data. This can be used to publish experimental data from any platform and environment, as long as it is
properly described.
We note that the combination of the above three information sources goes a long way in answering the questions outlined in Section 3. However, they do not cover the questions
of internal systems monitoring and the alignment between
a preservation system and its objectives. These are covered
by the following sources.
Repository systems. Two aspects about repositories
are considered: On the one hand, the state of a repository and the content it is holding is of interest (What is the
growth rate of content? Are all objects covered by preservation plans?). On the other hand, repositories perform continuous operations that can provide valuable information to
feed into decision making. This includes validity check as
well ingest and access operations (What is the average access time using migration upon access? How many access
requests have failed?) By specifying a standardised vocab12
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Table 2: Examples of software triggers
Event
New software

New knowledge
about software

New repository
system or version
Capabilities

Example Cause
New migration software for speciﬁc formats
used in the repository
New analysis or characterization software
for a certain content type or format
New QA software for a certain content type
New monitoring service for a question of
interest
New software version release
New testing results for a action, analysis,
quality assurance or monitoring software
used in the content repository
Change in software dependencies
New software release, acquisition of a new
system
Optimized internal infrastructure leads to
new technical opportunities (e.g. faster
throughput in organizational SOA)

ulary for the core set of such events, it becomes possible to
monitor whether the performed preservation activities are
successful. This also supports anticipation of trends in the
repository operations and usage.
Organisational objectives. Changes in the organisations strategies and goals may respond to shifts in regulations or changes in priorities. These high-level elements of
governance will be reﬂected in the policies of an organisation
and ultimately in the speciﬁc objectives for preservation. If
such objectives can be formalised, they will provide a critical
starting point for monitoring fulﬁlment of these objectives
on speciﬁed indicators. Ongoing work is formalising such
a model using semantic web technologies. This can be fed
into a knowledge base to enable direct queries resolving objectives against the state of the world.
Simulation. Based on trends that can be inferred from
gathered data, models can be created to predict future events
and the consequences of preservation actions on repositories
and other preservation environments [16]. These predictions
can be fed back into a watch system as a source of information, allowing the detection of possible risks before they
actually happen. This is especially important for large-scale
repositories where understanding of storage and computational resources is crucial.
Human knowledge. Finally, human users should be
able to insert information about every possible entity (objects, format, tool, experiment, repository status, etc.).
All these sources will evolve and change. They can cease
to exist, modify their behaviour or the way information is
published, even the type of information or the way it is structured. The monitoring system should be designed to allow
for this through a loosely coupled architecture of information
adaptors. It allows the update, addition and replacement of
sources, so that the conﬁguration of complementary information sources can evolve over time.
We observe that these sources diﬀer in their structure,
ranging from highly structured linked databases to operational systems that raise events through log mechanisms.
Furthermore, some of these drivers are internal, such as the
operations speciﬁed by plans and the operational attributes
of the system, while others are external. Attributes of the
surrounding environment can inﬂuence plans, policies and
operations [2]. Some sources can be both internal and external, since information internal for one organisation can

(in anonymised form) be of tremendous interest to another.
For example, the format proﬁle of a repository is internal to
the organisation, but when shared, it can be used to assess
whether a format is commonly used and can be considered
a de facto standard.

5.

A MONITORING SYSTEM

To collect, link and analyse information in the way described, a Watch component should aim for the following
high-level goals.
1. Enable a planning component such as Plato to
automatically monitor entities and properties
of interest. Plans are created based on an evaluation
of speciﬁc alternatives against formally modelled criteria [9]. A plan can thus cause a number of questions
and conditions that can be tracked continuously to verify the compliance of operations to plans and detect
associated risks and opportunities. The Watch component shall enable this tracking and support round-trip
evolution of plans. We will discuss this in Section 6.
2. Enable human users and software components
to pose questions about entities and properties
of interest. Components and human users will be
able to pose questions to the Watch component and
receive answers about the measures. They can also
deposit conditions to receive a notiﬁcation upon signiﬁcant changes.
3. Collect information from diﬀerent sources through
adaptors. Diﬀerent sources will be relevant for the
Watch component. Each source of information provides speciﬁc knowledge in diﬀerent information models that will have to be mapped, normalized, merged
and linked.
4. Act as a central place for collecting relevant
knowledge that could be used to preserve an object or a collection. Information for object/collection
preservation shall be collected and linked so that the
Watch component provides a uniform reference point
for gathering information about a variety of aspects.
5. Enable human users to add speciﬁc knowledge.
While growing automation enables scalable data collection, human input is and will remain a valuable
source of information.
6. Notify interested agents when an important event
occurs through conﬁgurable notiﬁcation channels.
7. Act as an extensible platform. This last item is
particularly important: The Watch component is intended to function as a platform on which additional
information sources can be added and connected easily.
Figure 2 shows the main building blocks of the Watch
component, which is currently under development 13 . A
number of external sources are monitored through a family of adaptors as outlined in Section 4. These correspond
to an adaptor interface and deliver measures of deﬁned and
named properties of interest. A set of interfaces is deﬁned
to allow pulling information from the outside world, speciﬁcally used when the relevant sources remain agnostic to the
13
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watch service. These also serve to push information into the
Watch component, used for example when sources of information need more control over what information is sent and
how. Finally, a manual web user interface empowers users
to send information when no automatic source is available.
The extension of additional adaptors is supported by a dynamic plug-in architecture that relies on automated discovery of applicable information sources based on the questions
posed.
Several adaptors can be linked together through a Monitoring Service which conﬁgures each adaptor and delegates
information collection. Such adaptors extract information
from a particular source, analyse and transform the information model if necessary and provide measures of speciﬁed
properties of interest in a well-deﬁned information model.
The monitoring services can thus feed the collected information into the knowledge base.
The knowledge base presents a generic data model that is
able to capture diﬀerent measurements of relevant properties
for digital preservation in an internal Linked Data store [10].
The data within the store represent a focused, curated part
of preservation-related properties of the world. This can
be used by queries and analyzed for occurrences of relevant
properties, events and anomalies. All internal components
make use of this internal model, which speciﬁes a common
language for data exchange [6].
To enable the structuring of information, the knowledge
base data model must deﬁne two sets of elements. One, managed administratively, describes which model of the world is
covered and accepted by deﬁning which types of entities can
exist and which properties are deﬁned for them. Another,
managed by the sources of information, describes instances
of these entities and the values of their properties. The data
model also keeps a register of the information provenance
and history of changes to allow the traceability of information, which will transitively improve the traceability of the
decision making process.
A key design decision concerns the representation of the
collected information and how it should be linked. It is clear
that the data layer of the Watch component must support
the ﬂexible model described for the knowledge base and provide the reasoning and querying features needed to answer
complex questions about the world. The most appropriate
technology for the representation of this model is clearly
Linked Data implemented as a Triplestore. Relying on semantic models has strong beneﬁts: It allows ﬂexible integration and extension of the data model, while at the same
time supporting inference and reasoning and ensures the extensibility of the underlying ontologies. An in-depth analysis of scalability issues of Linked Data concluded that the
current state of the art in query performance is more than
adequate for the estimated volume and throughput needed
by the Watch component data layer [6].

6. MONITORING SCENARIOS AND EVENTS
To illustrate the eﬀect of creating a component that addresses the goals envisioned, consider an organisation running a large digital repository. The organisation has connected the repository to a central deployment of the component (or created its own deployment based on the openly
available code base). We can assume that the Watch component constantly monitors sources like format registries and
component catalogues allowing users to pose questions about
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Figure 2: High-level architecture of the Watch component
diﬀerent format or component properties.
There are two primary situations when a user would pose
a question to the Watch component.
First, a typical case is the completion of a preservation
plan as described in [3] and illustrated in [12]. A plan speciﬁes a number of decision criteria, including format objectives, preservation action constraints and goals, and metrics specifying how to verify and validate authenticity of
content upon execution of a preservation plan (such as a
large-scale migration). The plan selects and speciﬁes the
best-performing action based on its real performance against
these criteria. Upon deployment and operational execution
of that plan, the organisation needs to verify that large-scale
operations perform according to speciﬁcations (operational
compliance). It also beneﬁts from automated monitoring of
potential risks and opportunities. For example, a large-scale
experiment conducted by another organisation on content in
the same format may uncover a systematic bias of a quality
assurance tool when measuring image quality in TIFF-toJP2 conversions with embedded color proﬁles. Such a bias
is a potential risk to the authenticity of content that should
be raised by a monitoring system. On the other hand, risk
factors of format will change over time and should lead to
appropriate events.
Second, a key feature of the proposed design is the fact
that organisational policies and objectives can be linked to
the information collected in monitoring, so that automated
queries are able to resolve the question to which degree the
current state of a repository matches the goals of an organisation. Hence, a set of standard conditions can be activated
to perform such automated monitoring. As soon as organisational objectives change and are fed into the knowledge base
through an appropriate adaptor, an automated compliance
check can be performed.
What happens now in the event of a change detected by
this monitoring process? As outlined earlier, an event raised
by the Watch component can be assessed for its signiﬁcance
internally, according to its conditions, and externally, in
its contextualised impact on preservation operations. Such
an external assessment may consist in recalculating scores
for alternative preservation strategies with updated information, which is fully supported by the utility approach followed by Plato [3]. If the assessment concludes that a change
in operations is advisable, an iteration of the planning workﬂow will lead to a revision of the corresponding preservation
plan and an update of the associated monitoring conditions.
This leads to a continuous monitoring lifecycle of evolving

plans and operations.
Table 3 summarizes these and other potential events. While
space prohibits an in-depth discussion of all drivers, indicators and conditions, it can be seen that the fusion and
interlinking of such diverse, yet related sources provides a
powerful mechanism for monitoring. An in-depth discussion
on these triggers and a full data model for specifying questions, conditions and triggers can be found in [6].

7. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
Monitoring the preservation environment is a crucial part
of the long-term viability of a system and the data it preserves. Monitoring supports the planning process with continuous tracking of the suitability of the decisions, delegating the risk assessment of the perceived signiﬁcant changes
back to planning. Such a monitoring system is essential for
continued digital preservation.
So far, manual processes are used to track all the environment variables that might aﬀect the multitude of object ﬁle
formats within a repository, with all their diﬀerent characteristics and contexts. Currently, no tool or service exists
that could properly provide this function in a scalable way.
This document delineates the design and development of
such a system, named the Watch component, based on the
knowledge of past research and experience and going forward by deﬁning new concepts and strategies. Based on
real-world scenarios and an analysis of drivers and possible sources of information, we outlined the key sources to
be monitored and speciﬁed the requirements and high-level
design of a Watch component that is currently under development. This architecture enables organisational capability
development through ﬂexible and extensible services. The
presented design supports automated elements of preservation management without constraining organisations to follow a speciﬁc model in their deployment of the planning
capabilities. By modelling and implementing watch mechanisms, triggers, and suitable actions to be taken for each
trigger, this system supports closed-loop preservation processes in which automated monitoring of collections, actions,
plans, systems, and the environment triggers appropriate diagnosis and reaction.
Current work is focused on developing and connecting information source adaptors and providing API speciﬁcations
that allow additional adaptors to be connected easily. Furthermore, the planning component Plato is being extended
to support evolving lifecycles of preservation plans and provide automated assessment of accumulated changes against
organisational objectives.

Table 3: From drivers to information sources: Exemplary preservation triggers[6]
Driver
Content

Questions
Is there corrupted content?

Is any content being ingested
into the repository?
Is the content volume growing
unexpectedly?
New conWhich text formats appear in
tent
collection X?
Operations Do we have plans deﬁned for all
collections?
Are our content proﬁles policycompliant?
Producers
and Consumers

Policies
Software

Storage

Format
New format risk

Are there any new or diﬀerent
producers?
Are there any new or changed
consumers?
What is the current valuation
of collection X?
Which
experiments
have
tested migration from TIFF to
JPEG2000?
Is there any software for converting TIFF to JPEG2000
that is applicable to our server
environment?
What will be the content volume in 18 months? What will
be the monthly storage costs?
What is the predicted lifespan
of format X?
What is the risk status for the
format X

Indicators
Completeness validation fails
Access fails
Ingest activity notices new content
Rate of growth changes drastically in ingest
New acquisition activity, new
ingest activity
Mismatch between content proﬁle and set of plans
Mismatch between content proﬁle and format/representation
objectives
New producer uses ingest process, new producers send new
material
New consumers use access process
Change in policy model

Exists collection with size greater
than threshold deﬁned in policy
model without a plan
Content exhibits properties that are
not acceptable (e.g. encryption)

Sources
Repository
Repository, User
Repository, Ingest,
Collection proﬁler
Repository, Ingest,
Collection proﬁler
Collection
proﬁle,
Repository
Repository,
plans,
policies
Content
proﬁles,
policy model

Exists new producer

Repository

Exists new consumer

Repository

Valuation changes

Policy model

Evaluation data in an experiment platform

Exists new experiment with speciﬁed
entities and properties

Experiment results

New software matching certain
criteria is tested within the experiment database

Matching migration component is
tested on >10K objects on Linux
platform without crashes or corrupt
output
In time X, the total size will be above
a certain threshold

Experiment
results,
Component
catalogue

The obsolescence time is below
threshold
There is a new control policy about
required format properties

Simulator

Simulator prediction

Simulator prediction
New risk deﬁned in the policy
model
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8.

Example conditions
Log contains validation failure
Access failure event reported
Format of ingested content is diﬀerent
from content proﬁle
Growth of collection X exceeds
threshold
Mode (format) changes
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